BREEDING MRI BENEFITS

Longevity reins,
thanks to MRIs
MRIs are stealing the limelight in one Cleveland-based herd – and
for a myriad of well-deserved reasons. We spoke to two breed
enthusiasts to find out why they have a firm place in their herd.
TEXT RACHAEL PORTER
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Dairyness and
strength: MRIs
are the preferred
breed in the
Sunmersons’ herd
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he MRIs in Martin and Claire Summerson’s
pedigree herd are the apple of their eye. The breed,
managed alongside British Friesians and Ayrshires,
make up half of the 60-cow herd, which keeps this couple
busy at Bog House Farm, near Saltburn. “We milk more
MRIs, compared to the other breeds, for several reasons
and not least because we just prefer them. They’re a bit
different and add new and refreshing aspects to cow
management,” says Martin.
Claire’s a fan too. “I really do love the MRIs and I’ve even
been ‘told off’ for talking about them at inappropriate
times,” says Claire who admits to waxing lyrical about
them at an Ayrshire Cattle Society dinner.

So what is it about the breed that has captured the
imagination – and passion – of the Mickleby-based couple?
“They’re quiet cattle, which is a real bonus when handling
them,” says Claire. “ I do all the AI – I went off and did
the training five years ago. And the MRI’s temperament
certainly makes them easy to serve.”
Martin agrees that MRIs are calm and quiet, adding that
they also have plenty of dairy strength, good feet and legs,
and high yields.
The all-year-round calving herd, which also comprises
10 Ayrshires and 20 British Friesian milkers, plus 20
followers, is managed on a simple system. Cows are grazed
from March through to November and round-bale grass
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Good grazers: the mixed herd performs well on the Cleveland-based unit

silage is fed during the winter, with individual cows
topped up with concentrates through the parlour. Milk
from forage stands at 3,779 litres and Martin is working
hard on forage quality to push that up closer to 4,500
litres within the next few years.
Today’s herd has an average 305-day lactation yield of
6,350 litres, at 4.40% butterfat and 3.61% protein, with
a somatic cell count of 130,000 cells/ml. Milk is sold to
Meadow Foods. “We feed a 16% protein cake in the
summer and an 18% protein cake in the winter,” he adds.
“We have a good strip of grazing land along the coast
here,” says Martin, adding that they’re less than a mile
from the sea. The unit comprises 53 hectares of varying
soil type, from clay through to peat. And altitude also
undulates and is up to 152 metres above sea level.
“It’s a good area for grass growth and for grazing and
can cope with both wet and dry conditions.”

Longevity
Martin’s granddad, Robert, founded the herd in the 1930s
with Dairy Shorthorns, before he later switched to British
Friesians. “In the 1990s, everyone started taking the
Holstein route, but we didn’t think they’d suit our system
or our set up,” says Martin. “That wasn’t the direction we
wanted to go in.
“So, in 1994, we decided to introduce some MRIs to the
herd. We saw some good yields, but the cattle were a
little ‘beefy’. But today’s MRIs are very different. Their
dairy type has increased as the years have gone by and
we’re milking MRIs that are a long way from those that
we milked 25 years ago. The breed has come a long way
– certainly in our herd.”
The herd is also different because it was wiped out by
foot-and-mouth disease in 2001. “We lost them all. But
we restocked with pedigree MRIs and British Friesian MRI
crosses. They’re all milking well. Longevity is certainly
the same across the board, averaging eight lactations.”
Where the MRIs really stand out is their feet and legs.
“They also have fantastic calves. We certainly see extra
value in the bull calves. We rear them to 10 weeks and
get a good price for them.” He adds that cull cow value is
also extremely good. “The MRIs typically realise around
£1,200 per cull cow. We dry them off and feed them for
three months to get them up to a good weight, and then
we see a decent price.”

Martin and Claire Summerson

‘Good’ is a word that Martin and Claire use a lot when
describing the MRIs: “Good grazers, good temperament,
good fertility, good calves.” Choice of sires has had an
impact on herd performance. They have been using MRI
sires from CRV for the past four years and have seen an
improvement in dairyness among the MRI heifers and
some first lactation cows.
“Prior to that we were struggling to find MRI sires –
the supply of semen was limited. And we’d started to
use more British Friesian sires, as a result. But then we
saw an advertisement in CowManagement for CRV’s
catalogue. We requested one and we were thrilled with
the selection of MRI sires on offer,” says Martin.

Sexed MRI semen
He’s now also using CRV’s SireMatch to help making
breeding decisions and avoid inbreeding. “There is quite
a small gene pool in MRI breeding, so it’s important to
be extra careful here. This programme really helps me
to make the best possible matches without spending too
much time sifting through sire catalogues and bull data
– and running the risk of making a mistake.”
MRI sires recently used on the Summerson’s herd, and
still in the AI flask, include Flavio and Rudo. “We have
cows and heifers in calf to these bulls and we also
have some Constant daughters on the ground. Merlin
is another sire we’ve used.
“We’ve also just started using sexed MRI semen too,
because we have struggled to produce enough heifer
replacements in the past. It’s important to maintain the
numbers of each breed in the herd. We like the diversity,”
explains Martin. “Running the three different breeds
together in one herd works for us. Dad is 79 now, but he’s
still involved and his passion is the British Friesians. The
Ayrshires arrived in 2006 because we were short on cows
and a local breeder had some to sell. He sold up in 2017
and we bought some more as we liked them so much.
“We’re aiming to keep the mix the same,” says Martin,
adding that they are pushing cow numbers up to between
80 and 90 milkers. “And the growth will be in the MRI
proportion of the herd – we’ll take it up to between 50
and 60 MRIs. We want to build and manage a sustainable
herd that we’re proud of – and one that our young sons
may decide to take on one day. I think the MRIs will allow
us to do that.” l
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